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How to t rade on H2OX
Please see below an overview for trading on H2OX. For further information or help 
troubleshooting, please contact the team on 1800 988 118 or email us at 
t rade.admin@h2ox.com.

1. How do I list  an order?
1.1.   Click on the ?WATER? tab then select ?Buy Water?, ?Sell Water? or transfer between your 
own licenses by using ?Report  Trade?

 

1.2.   Enter a Single order:

- Select Single at the top right of the Enter Order window 
(default option).

- Enter your Licence number or press the down arrow on your 
keyboard to select the license you wish to trade on.

- Enter the Total Quant ity (in ML) you wish to buy or sell.

- All or None: Select ?No?to allow your order to part ially 
match, or Select ?Yes? to ensure a full match only.

- Enter your bid/ offer Limit  Price in dollars and cents. The 
market will adjust the prices for the relevant authority fees.

- Specify the order Expiry: 

- ?DAY? - order will remain until the end of the current day

- ?GTC? - order will remain live until matched or canceled

- ?GTD? - order will remain until the selected date

- ?GTT? - order will remain until the selected time

Note: dates and times are relative to the UTC time displayed at 
the bottom right of the main window.

- Click Place Buy/ Sell Order.

- Check the details on the Confirm Order window and click 
Confirm to put the order into the market.
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1.3. Enter Multi orders

- Select Mult i at the top right of the Enter Order window.

- Enter the details as described in 1.2 above.

- Click the icon to add another row. The new row will be automatically filled in with the 
same licence details which can be changed as required.

- Click Enter

- Check the details of each entry on the Confirm Order window and click Confirm to put 
the order into the market.

2. How do I match an order already in the market?
2.1   See a parcel you like? You can match it directly from the market using the ?Hit? 
button to sell or ?Lift? button to buy.
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3. How do I amend, cancel or hold/ release an order?
3.1   To modify the Limit  Price, Quant ity or Expiry of an order, click the ?Amend? icon 
next to the order in the Orders tab. Once amended and resubmitted, your order is 
instantly updated in the market.

3.2   To delete an order completely, click the ?Cancel? icon.

3.3   You may wish to hold or release an order to manage price fluctuations around 
market sensitive announcements (e.g. allocation announcements, trade restriction 
openings, environmental water holder sales, etc.).

- Placing an order on?Hold?           will remove it from the market and store it in the 
?ALL MY ORDERS? orders tab.

- You may ?Release?          the order back into the market at your convenience.

3.4  You can filter your orders using the buttons at the top of the Orders window.
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